
FREE DEATH IN AMERICA! 

“Just because you don't take an interest in politics doesn't mean politics won't make it's interest in you.” -Pericles, originator 
of formal democracy 

“I beseech you, in the bowels of Christ, think it possible you may be mistaken.” -O. Cromwell 

 As a Westerner, you might have a mind boggling experience trying to read and comprehend these things. Both 
your inner- and outer-worlds have been so highly conditioned that despite your unknowing belief in the concept of 
human autonomy, external ideas could be devastating. That is to say, truly novel ideas are those herein, likely to disturb 
the ontological makeup that you consider the self, as well as those understandings of ways which you consider the world 
outside of your mind’s comprehension to be. 
 Unfortunately the whole world has “westernized", don’t you feel safe and sound. Nevertheless, simply try to 
understand. Believe it or not, there is a world beyond YOU and all of the ways of the psuedo-culture you have 
experienced. There is a world beyond money and so-called "work" where you just try to navigate the best you can for 
your own bank account. A world beyond barbecues, movies, sports, revelry, alcohol and other material consumption. 
 There is a world of deep meaning and spirituality that transcends the nuance of daily life. A world with eternal 
romance and bonds that cannot be broken. You might not know about this since you think it's great to live in a world 
where your money allows simple comforts or where you can say "I do" and then "I don't" with a quick phone call to any 
divorce lawyer from a google search. It's just a small expense for modern life, right? Money: the replacement for 
everything that once was sacred. Then comes money's awkward, annoying, and inescapable cousin "the law", who never 
misses a family outing. The law doesn't just invade our lives when we commit "crimes" (as people we don't even know get 
to define it), or when our parents die and we fight with our siblings over property. It moves the world around us. It’s a 
machine, employed and given credence through the concept of jurisdiction and land regulation by a government policy 
that is incredibly authoritarian considering how humanity, an otherwise natural entity, is now confined and directed in 
even the tiniest minutiae. Have dating or marital troubles? Perhaps its due to lack of clarity from the law–it attempts and 
fails every time to be a mediator in the eternal war of the sexes. That’s all the narratives that employ institutional 
psychology do, is enforce authoritarian perspectives over a geography that violates human’s natural grouping and 
maneuvering spiritual tactics…enforce perspectives on others. 
 Just read about how the law protects intimate deceivers through a simple Google search. The plethora of 
society's dystopian traits that the law only serves to exacerbate is endless. Then there's lawyers, agents of soul-thieving 
metaphysical creations. While many lawyers suffer psychologically if they have any sense of morality, the money-driven 
ones enjoy quite a blissful, intellectually stimulated existence. Particularly troubling is how the sum of the players in the 
framing of legality in our society manifests our world into a 1984ish dystopia on steroids. While most people don't care 
about surveillance capitalism, or even have a clue what the hell it is, it's all too real and affects far more than just illicit 
drug traffickers. How did all these cameras and web monitoring come into existence? Aside from Kindergarten "buddy 
systems" between mid-range-IQ politicians and corporate lobbyists (from big box stores to tech manufacturers), few 
people understand the significance of the biblical passage about Caesar's decree that "all men are to be registered". If 
it was about a greedy monarch wanting money, most of the world could wrap their little brains around it and grasp it. 
Unfortunately, taxation was NOT the reason, just the excuse! A great excuse, mind you . . . the ability to collect money 
from every citizen with an even more devious plan under that surface: total control. He wanted to know every single 
person under his rule for purposes of order and monitoring, and his wish has been a key component of every 
government since. What a welcome to new living organisms that ought to be considered to possess souls! Welcome to 
Earth, we are watching you! What used to be God's job, mankind has instituted on all of the others. These powers–that 
have taken many generations to manifest–are so deep that individually we are all helpless, but it's funny because they 
end up just demeaning their own implementation by making our lives so meaningless and not free . . . predetermined. The 
worst part about it all is how individualistic it all is. Perhaps the system they built decided it would be best to keep 
everybody separated, a sort of technocratic twist on divide and conquer, with the illusion of individuality serving as a 
sedative. Between computer systems, identity controls (all of our roles are hardly different than under elitist rule aside 



from different titles), cameras and other surveillance (even something they consider when doing city planning), with facial 
recognition and databases big enough to keep track of more factors than anyone on this planet would be able to live 
an existence without being utterly monitored for anything resembling crime according the evolving "code", it was 
programmed according to a certain metaphysical form: ideas about reality and time, society, and the quest to dominate 
it all. The creation of AI, for example, along with it's accompanying heuristic models, begin in the minds of people: the 
"Miles Dyson's of the world" –there's too many out there in reality to count and they are ruining all of our futures! /
Institutions that effectuate this abstraction we call law such as Thompson-Reuters can make all the money they want and 
manipulate the entire workforce and regulate every last drop of property and human behavior down to the legality of 
chemical analysis of urine in public urinals and using facial recognition to immediately arrest chemical offenders like the 
world rationalized techno-puritanism. 
 If they want to require lawyers to acknowledge their "unconscious bias" I call bullshit and suggest they have 
gone way too far by getting into mind control. It is NOT okay what this hugely populated world is doing to it's people 
and the list is growing every day. The way that regulation has gotten and what the law has permitted is beyond 
atrocious, failing to understand the realities of the human condition. Though it is arguably an equal part of the 
sociological phenomena that is the rise of bureaucratic social institutions in post-modernity, something seems afoot that 
makes it all less than natural and in no way innocent. Certainly there are actors well aware of their aims as power-
hungry, money hungry, and general duplicity toward the whole of humanity. Particularly problematic is how the fate of 
the world depends upon the everyday actions of these individuals . . . all individuals, but ones with the power to 
determine the direction of global machines like the implementation of law and order, coupled with creation of AI (more 
aptly titled AE, augmented egos). While we've all been familiarized with corporate hierarchy and the madness and folly 
of climbing it or complacency, this creation isn't one anybody can escape. It isn't limited to the ambiguously named and 
discreetly placed and styled buildings wherein its agents drone away at manipulating the whole world. /It's everywhere, 
in everything. It decides that people in Brazil need cellular technology so they can be conformed and controlled while 
their resources are extracted. It decides to make certain behaviors illegal . . . and when and how to penalize or ensure 
conformity. It places people with opposing ideologies in the same work place and demands no conflict. It forces people 
to work for money, and then creates inflation by printing as much as it needs. It is the perfect shade of gray . . . the 
fluctuating shade that depends on the time of day and lighting in the room.  
 This, however, is not an anarchist manifesto, though things have gotten awfully twisted if opposition to a severely 
domineering techno-monotonous culture is somehow anarchist. This is a call for a simple, measly understanding of the 
senselessness of the above-world's pacification and regulation of all life, it's depersonalization of meaning, and it's 
contribution to disenchantment and enslavement of everyone into drudgery for a life they usually don't even want. 
Employing methods of logical reasoning is a trap, the system loves such engagement, but whatever. Through 
conceptualizations of things only people with real souls might find joy in, perhaps it is possible to reach an audience 
from the other side. Why? Well, more than anything, with life completely ruined, this is a plea to not interfere with death! 
Catacombs. Would American law permit such musings even if it was consensual by its contributors? NO. How do I know 
this? Because I know this culture. Boring, rigid, bureaucratic, self-righteous, authoritarian, de-spiritual and delusional 
about its fixed version of reality. Now in the face of widespread death, the duality of the people is caught between 
maintaining economics, the fixed monetary system, and sustaining its citizenry as willing constituents. THEY DON’T KNOW 
HOW TO HANDLE DEATH. I learned the significance of this long ago, only to be shunned from the world. 
 Despite the significance of death rites of every religious tradition to ever exist, the law can abridge and deny 
burial rights with a compelling interest, such as the three fucks rule. For those of you who are familiar with "not giving 
two fucks", the three fucks rule is the law trumping everything without sound reasoning even though reason is supposedly 
the aim of law . . . but a judge has authority and if something is bizarre according to cultural standards, it will not carry 
weight, regardless of American laws claims of respecting religion and individual rights. Simply put, the same people who 
will run our lives, our worlds, our systems, and regulate every drop of land use, property use, resource use, will also 
regulate our death! We don't actually have real burial rights, nor do our families have ultimate control over the bodies 
of their deceased, nor do we have religious rights when they cross the established legal order of America. With 
hundreds of millions people dying and limited land, burial will be out of the question. The same humanity that stole all 
the world from nature will not even allow its subjects to return to it. The wealthy will be able to surpass this.  



 "You are to enjoy life, and in your old age, when senility sets in, you will be transported out of sight of the 
beauty of family life where the inevitable and natural process of transition of power moves from elders to middle-agers 
seamlessly (without elderly interference). You will be visited on occasion and die respectfully—in private—and soon 
enough be forgotten." The law might as well be stealing the whole world's religiosity! The laws treatment of death 
begins in mere anticipation of death, with many courses of action from estate and funeral planning, to keeping such a 
rigid outlook on economics and social norms that elders must be assigned to new living quarters because there's no time 
and place for the working aged to take them on as a burden. FAMILIES CANT EVEN KEEP THE BODIES OF THEIR 
DECEASED BECAUSE THE STATE MANDATES THAT THEY BE TAKEN!!!!!!!!! I say ‘fuck that’ times a number that infinity 
masterbates to. 
 Thousands of years and infinite cultures, and NONE, NOT ONE has treated the final phase of life this way. 
Economic reality certainly makes elderly care a burden. It's a tragic reality that the monetary systems the domineering 
humans have employed creates such vast differences in the dignity of death—fuck impoverished lives, what about 
impoverished spirits at death!—but am I wrong for romanticizing aging as a form of wisdom? Just because American 
middle-aged persons view elderly as delusional doesn't mean they're right. The time to reflect on imminent death and a 
lifetime of experience with work, money, society, religion, spirituality, and anything else imaginable likely makes the 
elderly choose their words far wiser, with more care and concern for the future of their offspring than any of the people 
who write them off can comprehend! 
 Cultures–real cultures, not a de-emotionalized pre-planned life course society, but real cultures–such as 
medieval Ireland had significantly more wondrous, heartfelt, and humane approaches to death and the aging process. 
Paganesque life phases such as the Mother Maiden Crone are somewhat mystic, but in the drury materialism view are 
written off as ancient and bizarre, unintelligent. The Egyptians perhaps went a bit far, by their extremes of classism and 
utter devotion of the livelihood of the masses to the divine spiritual deaths of a tiny elite (Pharaohs) on the basis of 
reincarnation, but it was also a culture deeply dependent on monarchical social structure for survival.  
 Anti-democratic? Perhaps. But, HAVE YOU SEEN HOW IMPOSSIBLE DEMOCRACY IS!!! It wasn't about evil 
authoritarianism, it was about sharing the beauty of life together, and everyone involved embracing the madness and 
folly of human civilization! Something we've lost. Tragic. /Society on the whole is worried about death. While hiding it 
from reality, they simultaneous devote immense time and energy to creating systems to fight it . . . often to the point we 
don't even enjoy life. If freedom is the aim, begin with death rites, an area that our "culture" is highly divided. Perhaps 
something seemingly as insane as devoting uniform efforts to preserving the rights of the dead, invocation of their spirits, 
would be the one thing that could end racism as the idiotic world we live in continues to struggle with it. Newsflash: 
Malcom X and the founder of the American Neo-Nazi party agreed on interracial breeding (that it should be avoided / 
disallowed). Years later, these two extremists both had changed their views. Though I'm unsure of the specifics, I think they 
viewed it as an inevitable process since population growth in a world confined by limited space and the sharing of 
human activity and cultures would lead to growth of relationships and dynamics that would change and evolve as all 
human life and emotion inevitably does. While this isn't even my main or most significant reason for highlighting the 
insane approaches to preservation of life, I want to make clear that I don't deny the efforts of the medical field to their 
socratic oaths nor to the ventures of American corporate magnates to development of life-preserving/enhancing systems, 
such as the development of ICDs or pacemakers, but as human realities, they are limited efforts to some degree. The 
preservation of massive amounts of life unfortunately also creates resource and environmental issues. 
 Death is a part of life, and its something I strongly desire to share with my fellow man in a cultural sense . . . 
more openly and honestly than this entire nation even allows me to. Since our culture delegates our demise and its 
meaning to governmental authoritarian figures, do we really even have a culture? Death is one of the most significant 
aspects of any and all religiosity. Now, they've taken that too! They control our monetary system, the work we must do in 
order to survive, lied and made to feel like it's an individual's choice merely because we're given a selection of limited 
options. I mean, what the fuck, this economy and lifestyle is destroying the planet at the same time it's increasing our 
quality of life. They use money and logistics to the Nth degree, but with population issues, difficulty of predicting the 
future, changing the nature of resource allocation and property use and the laws accompanying them, its gonna BUST! 
Aside from complete social breakdown, they will have a hard time keeping humanity even existing when their 
megalopolis decomposts. It's because the system they've built has been on flawed foundations, the metaphysics of which 



lack the type of fluidity that REAL humanity possesses inside, a mystery which no amount of property valuation/
appraisal, securities rules and regs, macro-level financial rules like quantitative easing can comprehend. You see, money 
has lost its innocence, and its mystique...just ask one of the most well-renowned experts of all time Mervyn King who 
agrees wholly that big government banking systems run on a hefty sum of alchemy. So what if economists would beg to 
differ, they're only concerned because if everybody abandons money they will be the first ones whose life's work is 
rendered obsolete because they chose to place it into numerical form in a savings account. It will happen. Then they can 
call me for liberation and we can work together to find new meaning and put their tremendous intelligence to real 
work. /Aside from that aspect of the economics, how about the fact that estate planning, funeral costs (let the 
professionals handle the death of your parent—its all about tha benjamins, straight cash homeyz, money, paper, dinero, 
skrilla, moola, dead prezzys). Even burial, having been one of the most fundamental traditions in various religious 
approaches to treatment of the body at death, as more than symbolic, is in jeopardy. How in the world in a culture that 
already has stressed zoning laws and land use policies are we going to deal with hundreds of millions of people dying 
and wanting to be buried? 
 The answer that society will give: money. It's the Western's world answer to EVERYTHING. SO what, the rich can 
afford burial? Whoaaa, maybe those ancient Egyptians aren't so different after all. The truth is that the expense will 
simply go up significantly, and more and more efforts of business in cremation will splurge. The type of shit that makes 
me want to die on a space shuttle away from this Earth and humanity altogether . . . they ruin my life AND death! Only 
the rich can have their ashes let go in space. Thanks a lot fellow humans, denying me of everything sacred I've ever felt. 
Lifelong love and monogamy: "get over it." Meanwhile, you go have your sexual affairs and demean the importance of 
your so-called love with insignifcant others. Let me explain something you don't know about death, spirituality, magick, 
and even your own Christianity or atheism. Life and earthly occurrences ARE incomprehensible by any individual human 
being, regardless of how far science comes, regardless of the meaning we attach to things or our subjective experiences. 
Even atheists, secularists, scientists, or any other approach to the world that might fall under scientific materialism and 
seeming logic cannot hardly touch the surface of how human linguistics, emotions, clashing of cultures and ideals, nor fully 
understand nevermind manage in a way that is often the aim of vast human scientific movements such as the human 
genome project, disease research, or even the most disturbing modern movement toward cultural and psychological 
manipulation. Separate selves? Or just citizens of a government that gives them that much leniency? When times get 
bleak, it is up to the government to decide what approach it will take, and their authority will generally be followed. 
Although, I suspect something a bit more bizarre might be of significance. What of the possibility of a plea to the 
people to understand another form of their own nature? Sort of like how the tiniest cigarette ash can burn down an 
entire forest, I suppose a particular idea, properly constructed and entered into the stream of consciousness in the right 
manner, could act as a catalyst to completely alter the thoughts of everyone, whether because it is disturbing or 
demented, but it was nonetheless utterly disruptive to social discourse and effectively destroy society as anyone had 
ever known it. They take enchanted reality away by convincing people before they can ever find out anything to the 
contrary that these ancient cultures were ridiculous, and the new methods are significantly more reasonable and positive. 
 What if positivism was just a way to keep people binary and stupid, so that they can be controlled, an in with 
little switches. What is originally we were all so ridiculously enlightened it was like being high all the time and so the 
people were so creative and intelligent that in today's terms it would be like having God-like powers…Imagine if a 
human being really could just, with their hands and will, and understanding of all things, part an ocean to it's floor so 
they can pass through safely…and shipbuilding was a digression. The "system" only serves those crafty enough to 
navigate it and what's worse is how many more there are like that who simply haven't cracked the code. Thusly, I suggest 
moving toward a completely different perspective as immediately as the minds of the people of this era can handle. Let 
this be a final reminder that I would find it fulfilling to share in the building of catacombs or other ritualistic death-
focused task that can serve as a mystery for future humans if there are any. Anything but partake in this mass-atrocity. 
I’d like a private ossuary of the one person I’ve loved more than anyone or anything else in this world…a love greater 
than any love any human on this earth has ever felt. You destroyed my relationship with the one I love. You presume 
death to be unpredictable, but its not in many cases. She will die soon, long before her time…but you will steal all this 
from me too. At least let me die my own way and take my name off your records.


